CORRIGENDUM

Sub: Minor Civil works to CSP buildings – reg.

In continuation of this office letter of even number dated 28.01.2020, it is to inform that the revised details of minor civil works to carry out at Cold Storage Plant building VP Farm Campus under SSPC, Mysore are listed below.

2. Ground Floor – 9 sq.meters [apprx.] concrete Floor - adjacent to main wall on left side of the building – removing of old concrete and replastering 4 inch flogging concrete.
5. I Floor – Toilet – Replacement of Floor tiles with water proof cement.
7. Providing Shelter to D.G.set with MS Pipe & MS Sheets [ISI Standard] – Area (L)5.2 x (W)4 x (H)3 meters [apprx.]
8. Any other minor replastering.

The other general terms and conditions remain unchanged.